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Let H, > 0 be a self-adjoint operator in L’(M, dp), and (H, + A) ’ is positivity 
improving (preserving) for any 1 > 0. We prove the existence of a bounded self- 
adjoint operator P, so that H, t P, has a strictly positive (nonnegative) eigen- 
vector. One criterion of the essential self-adjointness of H, t V. where V is a 
multiplication operator, is considered on the basis of this result. 
The aim of this paper is to discuss a stability of self-adjointness of the 
operator H, in L*(M. &) perturbed by a multiplicative operator V. Subse- 
quently we shall assume that (H, + A)- ‘, d > 0 is positivity preserving. The 
problem was investigated in an analogous situation in [5, 12, 181. Notice the 
majority of these works was stimulated by the results obtained by Segal [ 151 
by a hypercontractive semigroup method which had further development in 
14, 161. 
In this paper we follow the ideas of [ 121, which is based on the existence 
of the unique self-adjoint extension of essentially self-adjoint operators 
(M. G. Krein’s theorem). The most interesting results in [5, 12, 181 were 
obtained for the case Vh 0. Our purpose is the investigation of V < 0. Note 
that our results essentially reduce the self-adjointness problem to the 
investigation of properties of an eigenfunction of the form sum A i- B which 
is certainly a self-adjoint extension of A + B. 
Moreover, we shall prove a Perron-Frobenius-type theorem, which has 
independent interest. 
1. FORM SUMS 
Let A, B be self-adjoint operators in a complex Hilbert space 3 with 
inner product (. ~ .> and norm I]. 1). Subsequently we shall use essentially, 
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properties of the form sum A 4 B. The method of constructing the form sum 
is described by the following well-known theorems (see Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 
below). We first introduce the following: 
DEFINITION. Let A > 0, B be self-adjoint operators in 37 The operator B 
is called A-form bounded if and only if 
for some a E [0, l), b > 0. The infimum of all possible values of a is called 
the A-form bound of the operator B. 
THEOREM 1.1 [9? Chap. VI]. Let A, B be self-adjoint nonnegatioe 
operators in W. Suppose 2Z(A I’*) n G(B1’*) is dense in P. Then there exists 
a unique self-adjoint nonnegative operator C = A i B (the form sum of the 
operators A, B) so that C IJ A + B and 
(C”‘u, C’;2t+ = (A “*u, A ‘i2v) + (B”*u, B “*L,), 
u, L’ E g(C”*) x Q(A’“) (-J &Y(B”*). 
THEOREM 1.2 [9, Chap. VI]. Let A 2 0, K < 0 be seifadjoint operators 
in P. Suppose that K is A-form bounded. Then there exists a self-adjoint 
bounded from below operator C = A i K (the form sum of the operators 
A.K)sothatCr>A+Kand 
((C + y)“‘u, (C + y)“‘v) = (A”*u, A”*v) - (IKI”* u, /RI”* c) 
+ y(u, v). 
where -y is a lower bound of the operator C: 
u, v E LZ((C + y)“‘) = &?(A”‘). 
Remarks. (1) Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 allow to construct the self-adjoint 
operator C even in the case B(A) n O(B) = (0). 
(2) If A, B, K obey assumptions of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, (A 4 B) $ 
K=(AjK)/B. 
DEFINITION. Let F be a self-adjoint operator on 3. The corresponding 
truncated operators F, (n = 1, 2,...) are defined by F = F, where IFI < n, 
F,, = 0 where IFI > n. A remarkable property of the form sum is the 
following approximation theorem: 
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THEOREM 1.3. Let A, B, K obey the assumptions of Theorems 1.1 and 
1.2. Suppose that C = A 4 B i K > -6 and C, = A + B, + K,, where B,, 
K, are truncated operators corresponding to B, K. Then 
(C+A))‘=s--!iz(C,+i)-’ 
for any A E c\(-~0~61. 
Remark. In this form Theorem 1.3 was proved by Schechter [ 141; see 
also [19]. 
2. POSITIVITY PRESERVING OPERATORS 
Let SF = L*(M, dp), where (M, dp) is a measurable space with the a-finite 
measure. 
DEFINITION. A bounded operator A acting in L’(M, dp) is called 
positivity preserving if u > 0 implies Au > 0 p-a.e. 
It is well known that A is positivity preserving if and only if 
MuI <A IuL p-a.e. 
for all u E L’(M, a!p) (see, e.g., [ 13, p. 2561). 
(2.1) 
DEFINITION. A bounded operator A on L*(M, dp) is called positivity 
improving if and only if Au > 0 p-a.e. for all 0 < u E L*(M, dp), with u not 
a.e. zero. 
LEMMA 2.1 [3]. Let A > 0, K < 0 be self-adjoint operators in L*(M, dp). 
Suppose that 
(a) (A + ,I-’ is positivity preserving (improving) for all A > 0; 
(b) K is A-form bounded; 
(c) 0 < w E g(K) implies -Kw > 0. 
(d) Either K is bounded or it is a multiplication operator. 
Then (A i K + ,I-’ is positivity preserving (improving) and 
(A/K+~)-‘IuI~(A+~)-‘~~~ 
for all 1 > y, where -y is a lower bound of the operator A i K. 
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Proof: First let K be a bounded operator. Then we have 
(A+K+A)-'=@+I)-'+(&I)-' f [-K(A+l)-‘I”. (2.2) 
Since ZJ E L*(M, &) implies -K(A t A)-’ ]u] > 0, (2.2) gives 
(AtKtA)-'luJ>(AtA)-'1~1. (2.3) 
Now we consider the unbounded K which are multiplication operator. 
Note that truncated operators K, (n = 1, 2,...) have also property (c) and by 
Theorem 1.3 
(A/KtA)-‘n=s-- lim (.4 tK,t,l-'a 
nG+cc . 
Thus there exists a subsequence K,m so that 
(A/KtA)-'u= $5 (AtKnmt~)-'u 
Next, (2.3) implies 
,u-a.e. 
Thus. obviously, (2.4~(2.5) complete the proof. I 
(2.4) 
LEMMA 2.2 [ 11. Let A be a self-adjoint nonnegative operator on 
L*(M, dp) so that (A t A)-’ ispositivitypreservingfor any ,I > 0. Let V be a 
nonnegative measurable function. Denote V a multiplicative operator 
corresponding to the function V and suppose that !3(Av2) n g( Vu*) is dense 
in L*(M, dp). Then (A $ V t ,I)-’ is positivity preserving and 
for all i > 0. 
I(A i VtJ)-'ul<(A +A)-'lu 
Proof. Using the approximation Theorem 1.3 we reduce the problem to 
the case V E L”O(M, dp). Thus let 0 < V < ZV, then we have (in the sense of 
the strong L* convergent) 
(A+ V+L)-‘u= $ (AtNtI)-'[(N-V)(AtNtL)-']"u.(2.6) 
m=O 
Hence the representation (2.6) is valid in the sense of the pointwise equality 
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p-a.e. Since each of the operators in the r.h. part of (2.6) is positivity 
preserving, -(A + V + A)- ’ has the same property. Moreover, 
< 1‘ (A -tN+A)-‘[N(A +N+W’]“lU 
- 
m-0 
=(A +A)-‘(241. I 
Subsequently, we shall need the following well-known lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let A be a bounded positivity preserving self-adjoint 
operator in L’(M, dp). Suppose that 
Av= IIAII v/ 
for some 0 # ty E L’(M, dp). Then A / ty = I/A II / tyl. 
ProoJ Let IIvll= 1. Using (2.1) we have 
IIA II = VII/~ w> < (A I v/I. Iv/Ii < IV II. 
On the other hand, we have A 1 v/I >, JAtyl= I/All 1~1. The latter implies 
4y/l=IlAIIl~/~ 1 
The main result of the section is 
THEOREM 2.4, Let Ho > -6 > --co be a self-adjoint operator in 
L2(M, dp). Suppose that (Ho + A)-’ is positivit-v improving for all 1 > 6. 
Then there exists a bounded self-adjoint operator P, so that Ho + P, has a 
strictly positive eigenvector. 
Proof First consider a bounded operator P, which obeys the following 
assumptions: 
(1) P=P”>O; 
(2) P is positivity preserving; 
(3) [(Ho + A)-’ PI” is a trace class and nonzero for some m > 2. 
Note that such operator P exists. In fact, let 0 < V, E L’(M, dp) and 
Pu = (u, V,) V,, so P is the orthoprojector on the one-dimensional subspace. 
It is clear that P obeys the assumptions (l)-(3). (We shall consider another 
example of P in Section 4). 
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We now consider the equation 
(H, - vP)iy + Al// = 0, A>6 (2.7) 
in L’(M, &). Obviously. (2.7) is equivalent to the following 
v-‘ly=(H,+A)-‘Ply. (2.8) 
(Since II > 6, (H, + A)-’ exists and is bounded.) 
The condition (3) implies compactness of (H, + A)-’ P. Consider complex 
I’- ’ so that (2.8) has nontrivial solution w. Let us show that the set of such 
,,- ’ contains, at any rate, one I’-’ # 0. In fact, an operator T= 
[(H, + A)-’ P]” may be represented in the form of a product of the 
operators (H, + A)-’ and P[(H,, + A)-’ PI+ ‘. Notice all these operators are 
self-adjoint and nonnegative and, moreover, the last is compact. Hence, 
SpT > 0 (see [6, Section 111.81) (Sp is the trace of an operator). Since SpT is 
the sum of eigenvalues of the operator T, there exists, at any rate one 
nonzero eigenvalue among them (and consequently, among eigenvalues of 
the operator (H,, + A))’ P). Thus we may put v-’ # 0. Let us show now that 
‘1 E Ip. Since v # 0, P”*y # 0 by (2.8) and, moreover, (2.8) implies 
L,~Ipl;2v = pl!*(ff, + A)-’ pl!2(pli2v)* 
Put P”*v = rp, then v, # 0 and 
v-‘a, = P’yH, + A)-’ P”*(p. 
Since P”*(H,, + A)-’ P’j* is self-adjoint, v E R. Notice (2.7) is equivalent of 
(2.8), thus v > 0, because H, - VP > -6 in otherwise and we shall come to 
contradiction with 1 E p(HO - VP) (p is a resolvent set of an operator). 
Thus ‘I> 0, and H0 - VP have eigenvalues, which belong to (-co, -61. 
Since (H, + A))’ P is a compact operator, the representation 
(Ho-vP+C)-‘-((H,+C)-‘=(fz,+C)-‘VP(ly-vP+C)-’ 
implies the compactness of the operator [(H,, - VP + C)-’ - (H, + C)-‘I. 
Hence, the essential spectrum of the operator H, - VP coincides with the 
essential spectrum of the operator H,, (see, e.g., [9, Section IVS]). Therefore, 
te set a(H, - vP)n (-co, -61 ( c is the spectrum of an operator) consists of 
finite multiplicity eigenvalues of the operator H, -VP, which may have a 
limit point (-a} only. Hence, using the boundness of P, we have 
-co < -E = inf a(H, - VP) (2.9) 
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and E is the eigenvalue of the operator H, - UP, so that (H, - VP + E)ty = 0 
for some w # 0 or 
w=(H,-r>P+E+ 1))‘~. (2.10) 
Using (2.9) and a self-adjointness of the H, - UP + E we have 
]](H,, - VP + E + l)-‘I] = 1. Notice Lemma 2.1 implies that the operator 
(H, - VP + E + l)-’ is positivity preserving. Thus by Lemma 2.3 
(H,-vP+E+ l)-‘ly//=]yl. (2.11) 
Since Lemma 2.1 implies also positivity improving of (H, - VP + E + 1) ‘, 
(2.11) implies I IV] > 0 p-a.e. Putting P, = -VP we complete the proof. I 
Remarks. (1) Availability of the operator P is an essential part of 
Theorem 2.4, because it is easy to construct an operator H, so that H, has 
not only no negative eigenfunctions but no eigenfunctions at all. 
(2) The positivity improving of (H,, + 1))’ was used for the 
construction of strictly positive eigenvector. So if we need to construct only a 
nonnegative igenvector it is sufficient to assume to positivity preserving of 
(H, + A)-‘. 
3. ESSENTIAL SELF-ADJOINTNESS 
Now we shall now proceed to the investigation of essential self- 
adjointness. We shall use the following theorem which is a particular case of 
one more general criterion proved in [ 121. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (T, dp) be a measurable space with a ofmite 
measure; H, > 0 be a self-adjoint operator in L*(T, dp); V be a 
multiplication operator associated with a real-valued measurable function 
V E L*(T, dp). Suppose that 
(1) e=B(H,)nL5’(T,dp) is dense in L*(T,dp); 
(2) the operator (H, + V) r E (r means restriction) is bounded from 
below, so that 
((Ho + V)u, u) 2 -a(~, u), VUEE 
(3) there exist A,, > 0 so that 
IIW, + V,, + A)-’ ull, 
< K(u, n) (11. (Ip is the norm in the Lp-space) 
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for any A > 2, and u E E, where K(u, A) is n independent and finite for any 
UEE, A>&; V,, are the truncated operators corresponding to V. Then 
(HO + V) r E is essentially se[f-adjoint. 
Proof. Since V E L*(T, dp), E c GJ(H,) f7 GZ( V) and the operator H, + V 
is densely defined by (1). Let B > -/3 be an arbitrary, bounded from below 
self-adjoint extension of (H, + v) r E. (The existence of the latter follows 
from the boundness from below of (H, + V) r E.) 
Let A > max(&, a,p), then (H,, + V,, + 1))’ E c E by (3). Since B is an 
extension of (HO + V) r E, we obtain using the Holder inequality, 
ll(B+A)-‘u-(HO+ V,+A)-‘uIIz 
= lI(B + A)-‘(B - H, - V,)(H, + V,, + A)-’ uI/? 
= ll(B + k)-‘(V- V,,)(H, + V, + A))’ u/I, 
G II@ + V’II . II V- Vnll2 IWO + Vn + A)-’ 4, 
~ll(B+~)-‘ll.l/V--Vnll~.K(u,~)-,O @+a) 
for any u E E. 
The last estimate and arbitrariness in the choice of B imply that 
(H, + V) r E has a unique bounded from below self-adjoint extension. But the 
latter is equivalent o the essential self-adjointness ( ee, e.g., [ 13, p. 1821). 1 
Let us return to the starting situation. Let H, be an operator in L*(M, du) 
so that 
(1) H, = H,* > 0 and (H, + A)-’ is positivity improving for any 
II > 0. 
Let V(s) be a real valued measurable function and V the corresponding 
multiplication operator. Denote V+ = sup{ V, O}, V- = V - V+. Suppose that 
(2) V- is Ho-form bounded. 
Here we shall discuss the problem: what sort of additional conditions 
should we assume to obtain the essential self-adjointness HO + V? 
Let H, i V- > -6. The operator (H, $ V- + A)- ’ is positivity preserving 
for any 1 > 6 by Lemma 2.1. Thus using Theorem 2.4 we may assert that 
there exists a bounded operator PI = Pf and v/ > 0 @-a.e.) so that 
(HO 4 V- + PI + E)IJI = 0 and H, i V- + PI + E > 0. Suppose in addition 
(3) V E L*(M, v* dp). 
The following theorem is valid: 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that the operators H,,, V obey the assumptions 
(I )--(3). Then H,, + V is essentially self-adjoint on the set Coc(HO) f7 g(V), 
where C”(HO) = n,, , G?(H,“). 
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ProoJ Consider the space L2(M, ‘,u2 &). It is unitarily equivalent to 
L’(M, &) and the operator which carries isomorphism is a multiplicative 
operator v. So if there is an operator A acting in L2(M, &) with the domain 
Ir(A), then its unitary equivalent is A’= y”Ay with G’(x) = ym’GZ(A) 
(since v/ > 0, v/-l exists!). 
Thus we may investigate the self-adjointness of a,, + P instead of H, + 1’. 
And since P, is a bounded operator, our problem is reduced to the proof of 
the essential self-adjointness of (A, + P + P, + E) r [Cic(E)O) n G?(P)]. 
We shall first prove the essential self-adjointness of (A,, + P + 8, + E) r 
pyl?,) n L”(M, l/Y2 d/i)]. 
For this purpose we will examine the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. 
Our assumption (2) and a definition of the number E imply f10 + P + 
p,+E<O. Next, since H-y/~(H,iV~+P,+E)ty=O~~~I= 
y-‘H-y/ = 0, so we have 
(A- + A)--’ 1 =A-‘, (3.1) 
so (I+ + A)-’ is a positivity preserving operator. 
Denote the norm in Lp(A4, v2 &) by 11. I(P,w and let (. , . >, be the inner 
product in L2(M, ~1’ &). Since v/’ d,u is a probability measure, using the self- 
adjointness of the (I? + A)-’ and (2.1), we have 
Il(R +n)-‘t’ll,,,= (I(P +A)-‘nl, 1>,<((A- +A)-‘/L’I, l>, 
=(lvl.(fi- +A)-’ l)~=((I~‘~,~-‘)~=~-‘~~u~~~,~ (3.2) 
for any t’ E L”(M, v2 dp). 
L”(M, v2 dp) is dense in L’(M. I’ dp), so that it follows from (3.2) that 
(A- + A))’ is a bounded operator in L’(M, v/‘dp) with the norm a -‘. 
Using the self-adjointness of the (I? + I)-’ and the duality of LP-spaces we 
obtain 
IIW +~)r’~Il,,,~~-‘II4I,., (3.3 1 
for every u E Lm(M, v/’ dp). 
Let now V,, be truncated operators corresponding to V. Using Lemmas 2.1 
and 2.2 we have 
for Vu E L’(M, dp) n Lm(M, dp). 
Hence 
I@+ P+P’,+E+~)~‘L’I~(A-+~)~‘IL’I Vtl E L=((M, ‘I/’ dp). 
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The latter and (3.2), (3.3) imply 
Thus we proved the validity of the assumptions (2)-(3) of Theorem 3.1. We 
have only to show the density of ~(f?,)nL”‘(M,&&)= 
2(H, + P, + E) f7 L”‘(M, I$ dp) in L’(M, v/l &). 
Since G,,, + P, + E is a self-adjoint operator and La’@& r//* &) is dense in 
L*(M, I# dp), (A, + P, + E + A)-’ L”(M, ty* &) is dense in L*(M, I$ &) 
also. And (3.3) implies 
Thus we have examined all the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 so that A, + P 
is essentially self-adjoint on U(fiO) n P(M, I$ dp). 
Now using Simon’s arguments [ 171 we show the essential self-adjointness 
of (A0 + P) r [C”(R,) n Q(P)]. It is sufficient to prove the existence of a 
sequence {p,,),“, c C’X(I?O)nG’(p) so that (in the sense of the strong L’ 
convergent): 
for any cp E g(i?,) f-l L”O(M, u/* dp). 
Put pn = exp(-Z?,/n)p. Obviously, y,, E Csc(cO)._ By analogy with 
Lemma 2.1 it is easy to show that le-‘%l< e-l(H@+PI’ j u/ and arguments 
analogous to (3.2) imply 
dexp(--l%)uil rr.~~lIl~~~~--:(~,+~,?)i~l/I,..~~E’ll~~l/,.,. (3 4) 
Since cp E L”(M, I# &), it follows from (3.4) that 
cp”E c’~(,c7,)nL^(M.v2d~)cc~‘(A,)n~(p). 
The properties (a), (b) are a direct consequence of the strong continuity of 
exp(-tf7,). Let us show 
(c) Let C’, be the truncated operators corresponding to K The 
definition of VK implies FK E LX(M, v2 &) and 11 rKl/,.ti <K. Fix E > 0 and 
choose K so that (I P- VKi12., < E. Then using HGlder inequality and (3.4) 
we have 
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G II p- f%z.o lI’Pnlls,c +II GIL.0 IIV - V)nll*.c 
+ II p- ~KIIZ., Ildlcn,, 
G 41 + $“‘“) /1441m.o + K Ilrp - ‘pnllz., 
-+ 25 IIIpllmd (n + co). 
In view of the arbitrariness of E we have rep,, --t To. 1 
The above Theorem 3.2 has an essential defect, namely, its formulation 
contains the following condition: VE L’(M, I# &). But the function v is 
determined by the operator V and the method of the construction of IJ/ has a 
nonconstructive character. Thus it is desirable to have a priori information of 
the type 
v E L4(M dP)- q>2 
to prove more suitable results on the essential self-adjointness, ince when 
using Holder’s inequality we may say that sufficient conditions of the 
essential self-adjointness of Z-L, + V are conditions (1 b(2), Theorem 3.2, and 
the inclusion 
VE LP(M dp), p-‘+q-‘=2-l, (3.5) 
Note, that using the generalization of the Holder inequality proved by Hunt 
[8] we may replace (3.5) by the inclusion VE L(p, CJ), where L(p, qj is a 
Lorentz space. 
Thus our problem has been reduced to the investigation of Lq-properties of 
u/. Evidently, it is difficult to obtain any results in the general situation 
discussed in Theorem 3.2. Notice, however, that if we take P in the form 
Pu = (u, VO) V, and 0 < V0 E L2(M, dp), then (2.8) may be written in the 
form 
r’-‘I//= (If, i v- +/I)-’ Vo(‘y3 v,i 
so that w = const(H, $ V- + A)-’ VO. Thus the proof of the essential self- 
adjointness is reduced essentially to the problem: to find a function with best 
Lq-properties in the set (H, i V- + A))’ Lt(h4. Q) (here L:(M, dp) = 
(u E L2(M,dp):u >O p-a.e.)). 
Notice Theorem 3.2 allows us to obtain some “negative” properties of the 
form sum. For example, if it is known that V E L*(M, &) and the operator 
H, + V is not self-adjoin& then Theorem 3.2 implies: 
The set (H, -!- VP + A))’ L"'(M, d,~) has not any Lm-function. 
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4. SCHR~DINGER OPERATORS 
As an example illustrating the application of Theorem 3.2 we shall 
consider the Schrodinger operator H,, + V acting in L*(R’, d’x), where H, is 
the closure of -A = --xi=, a’/;iwf from Cr(R’). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let V = V’ + V- and V- be an H,-form bounded 
operator with the bound /? < 1. Suppose that 
V E Lp(F?‘, d’x). p-1 < 2-‘ - (I- 2)/?/21, 
Then (-A + V) r Cr(lR’) is essentially self-adjoint. 
12 2. 
ProoJ Let P be an operator figuring in the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
Assume that P is a multiplicative operator associated with the function 
p(x) = (1 + ]-u]))‘, 6 > 0. The conditions on the operator P (see the proof of 
Theorem 2.4) are obviously valid. And the condition 
(3) ([(H,, i V- + A)-‘P] m is trace class) was proved in [2, lo]. Then the 
function w, which was cnstructed in Theorem 2.4, is the eigenfunction of the 
Schrodinger operator with an H,-form bounded potential, which the Ho-form 
bound equals /X It was proved by Herbst and Sloan [7] that in this case all 
eigenfunctions belong to L4(lF?‘, d’x), q ( 2Z/(/ - 2)p. Thus using Theorem 3.2 
we obtain: if V E Lp(iR’, d’x), I/p + I/q = l/2, the operator (H, + V) r 
[Cx(HJ n Q(v)] is essentially self-adjoint. Since C”(H,) coincides with 
the Schwartz space Y’(lR’) and Y(R’) c G(v) . (-A + V) r 9”‘(iR’) is essen- 
tially self-adjoint. It is not difficult to show also the essential self-adjointness 
of (-A + v) r Cr(Ip’) (see, e.g., [ 10, Theorem 4.4)). 
Remarks. (1) Theorem 4.1 is nontrivial in the case I> S, p < 
([ - 4)/(1- 2), since p > (I - 4)/(1- 2) implies V E Lp(IR’, d’x), p > l/2. so 
that the essential self-adjointness of -A + V is a well known fact. 
(2) The proof of Theorem 4.1 based on the Herbst-Sloan result. which 
describes a behaviour of all eigenfunctions. Notice it is sufficient to have 
information about a behaviour of the eigenfunction corresponding to the 
bottom of spectrum. Thus an additional investigation of the problem may 
give better results on the essential self-adjointness. 
(3) Applying this result to -A - yrd2 in I > 5 dimensions, one obtains 
essential self-adjointness so long as y < (l/4)(1 - 4)(f - 2); this particular 
operator is known to be essentially self-adjoint by very special methods if 
and only if y < (l/4)(1 - 4)1. It is interesting that the present method is SO 
accurate. 
Consider now a potential V so that 
II V-4, < a Il4l, + b 114113 Vu E CF(lR$ a E [0, I), b 2 0. (4.1) 
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It follows from the results given in IlO] that in this case all eigenfunctions 
of the operator H, i V- are bounded. Thus the following theorem is valid: 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that V E L’(R’. d’x) and V- obeys the 
assumption (4.1). Then (-A + V) r CF(IE’) is essentially self-udjoint. The 
assumptions of Theorems 4.1, 4.2 hare “global” character such as V E 
Lp(R’, d’x). It is desirable to replace them blv the local conditions: V E 
L&,(R’. d’x). Note that there are rather rnarzj3 works in this direction. 
Erlidentlv. the most general result was obtained b>- LeGtan and 
Otelbaec [ 111. This result allows us to go over to local conditions V E 
L&,(R’, d’x) if a behariour of V-(x) when 1.~1 + co is suflcientlv good. 
I wish to thank Dr. Yu. A. Semenov for useful discussions. 
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